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Introduction

 Rare tumors,incidence of less than 1 case 
per 100,000 inhabitants/year

 10-15% of all soft-tissue sarcomas
 Age at presentation:50-65 years
 Liposarcoma is the most common histotype
 Long term pronostic is poor
 Surgery is the mainstay treatment

Diagnosis

 Large size before they become 
symptomatics

 Incidentally diagnosed
 Abdominal or back pain
 Abdominal mass
 Bowel or uretral obstruction
 70% in the abdomen
 30% inthe pelvis

Initial evaluation

The imaging of choice is contrast-enhanced 
computed tomography(CT)
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Exemple Exemple

Biopsy required ?!!!

 When radiological characteristics of retro-
peritoneal liposarcoma are not in doubt, a pre-
operative biopsy is not required

 But RPS accounts for only a third of 
retroperitoneal tumors

 So biopsy is needed for most of cases

How to do it ?

Posterior way
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Differential diagnosis

 Metastatic testicular neoplasm (younger 
mal patients)…tumors markers:α-
foetoprotein,β-human chorionic 
gonadotrophin

 Intra-abdominal lymphoma
 Benign neurogenic tumours (schwannoma)
 Renal cancer 

Histologic subtypes and survival

Be carefull !!!!

Metastatic testicular neoplasm

schwanoma

Surgical management

 Perform an « en bloc resection » of the 
sarcoma and contiguous organs to gain 
complete macroscopic clearance
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Per operative view
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The margin, « I have a dream »

Vascular surgery could be necessary
Surgical management Ewing’s sarcoma

 Nepherctomy and vascular graft of veina 
cava
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Planified surgery… The margin!!!!

For small tumor, it can be achieved….

VCI involvement
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ICV leiomyosarcoma 

Before chemo After 6 « adria-holoxan »

Resection and reconstruction

Partial reconstruction of ICV Extension due to anatomy
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Impact of surgical technique and 
surgical strategy

Multimodality local therpy for RPS

Role of chemotherapy

 Not well defined (high grade)
 Theorical advantaged of neoadjuvant 

chemoyherapy focuses on the potential to 
reduce the complexity of the proposed 
operation (when they respond!)

 Adjuvant chemotherapy: effect on overall 
survival could not be determined

Role of radiation therapy

 Althought commonly applied for 
retroperitoneal sarcomas in either the 
neoadjuvant or the adjuvant settings

 There is no level I evidence for radiation 
therapy in the specific management of RPS
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How to do it

Referral center Conclusion

 Complete surgical resection is the only 
potential curative treatement

 The treatement should be done in high-
volume centers by a multidisciplinary 
sarcoma team

 The ability completely to resect a 
retroperitoneal sarcoma and tumor grade 
remain the most important predictors of 
local recrrence and disease-specific 
survival


